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Moderato.

(SHE) I wish you'd tell me what's the
(SHE) Perhaps you've never kissed me

matter dear, with you,
properly, my dear,

You're not the same bright boy that
In all such things you seem an

years ago I knew;
(HE) That's a delicate
amateur I fear;
(HE) By Jove that is so

question dear I will tell you just why.
pardon me, but I'm bashful and shy.
You were happy pet when we met, And the same way was I.
I've been practicing mentally, Shall we have just one try.

Refrain.

(she) I've got money in the bank dear, (he) Don't make me smile,

(she) Houses, property and coupons, (he) They're not worth while,

(she) I've had my life insured like a wise girl should.
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Then tell me why, my dear, You are down east and blue.
I thought you'd an explanation to give to me.
No pet, may be then with mine dear, You may agree.
Wealth Filthy lure, Can have nothing to do with the fact that I've got every thing I want but you.
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